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ABSTRACT
A model is outlined which aims to account for the fact that people
are able to (with varying degrees of success) predict and explain
goal-directed robot behavior despite the uncertainties involved in
such inferences. Drawing on Dennett’s intentional stance theory,
we argue that the ascriptions that frame people’s predictions and
explanations are constrained by theoretical presuppositions regard-
ing robots’ role-specific goals, morphological and environmental
constraints, sensory capabilities and situated perspective on the
world.
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1 PREDICTION AND EXPLANATION AS
INVERSE PROBLEMS

People commonly view the behavior of robots and other autonomous
systems as goal-directed or intentional [5, 7]. In fact, in a recent
empirical study of ours, participants exhibited surprisingly similar
judgments of human and humanoid robot intentional behavior [6].
Ascribing goals to robots may be an equally central practice to
people’s understanding of such systems as it is to people’s interpre-
tations of human or animal behavior. As we are all aware, ascribing
the wrong goals or intentions to an agent can lead to misunder-
standings and other unintended consequences. Yet it seems obvious
that people often do “get it right” and manage to interpret behavior
in ways that, in many or most cases, yield successful prediction and
explanation of human and non-human agent behavior alike. How
do people manage to do this? In this paper, we suggest that the
answer depends on the idiosyncrasies of the agent in question. It
is argued that cases of explanation and prediction of goal-directed
robot behavior can only be fully accounted for by considering the
observer’s theoretical presuppositions about robots. Only then can
we answer questions of why some ascriptions are precarious while
others serve as reliable sources for prediction and explanation.

In a paper concerned with the mechanisms that underpin peo-
ple’s interpretations of behavior as goal-directed, Csibra andGergely
state that predicting or explaining the behavior of another agent
(based on ascribed goals) constitutes an inverse problem [1]. Ac-
cording to the authors, explaining action (i.e., inferring a goal from
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observed behavior, thus answering the question of why a behavior
occurred) entails sorting and choosing from a myriad of possible
goals compatible with the action in question. For example, imagine
that you observe someone pouring water from a bottle to a cup:
“what is the goal? To fill the cup? To empty the bottle? To cool
(or warm up) the cup? To measure the volume of water? To store
water? ... Or is pouring water into the cup a sub-goal to enable
one to drink water from the cup (a further goal higher up in the
goal hierarchy)?” [1, pp. 66–67]. The possibilities are countless. The
same problem arises when making predictions (i.e., inferring a to-
be-observed action from an ascribed goal). Consider predicting a
person’s behavior based on the ascribed goal of wanting to have
a cup of coffee – what is the person’s next move going to be? It
seems that there are, for any predicted action, a multitude of alter-
native actions that could ultimately lead to the achievement of the
ascribed goal (to have coffee). Just as goals are sometimes hierar-
chically structured (e.g., as in putting a coffee filter in the brewer
in order to reach the superordinate goal to have coffee), actions are
often sequentially structured, meaning that a particular sequence
of actions might take place in the execution of a goal. Because the
end of an action sequence (the goal) does not in itself determine
the details of the action unambiguously, the inferential problem
the observer faces fits the description of an inverse problem. In
other words, getting prediction and explanation “right” seems to
depend on being able to discriminate among a countless number of
alternative predictions/explanations that are equally (un)supported
by the information available to the observer.

Inverse problems are “ill-posed” problems that cannot be solved
analytically. However, as noted by Csibra and Gergely, the totality of
all possible solutions to an inverse problem can be narrowed down
to a set of solutions that are likely to be good given a set of further
assumptions that “constrain” the problem [1]. The present paper is
concerned specifically with people’s understanding of robots and
the question of how people manage to solve the putatively underde-
termined problem of predicting and explaining goal-directed robot
actions. The proposed answer, outlined in the following section,
turns on the notion of theory-laden observation [3] and the idea
that ascriptions to robots are constrained by people’s theoretical
presuppositions about them.

2 THE OBSERVATION–ASCRIPTION–
INFERENCE MODEL

According to Dennett’s intentional stance theory [2], goal-directed
behavior predictions and explanations involve taking three things
into consideration: what the agent wants (goals), what the agent can
do (constraints), and what information the agent possesses about
the present state of affairs (information). The gist of the theory
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is that people infer what is the most rational thing for others to
do (or the most rational explanation of their action) based on the
goals, constraints and information that they ascribe to them. For this
reason, we might call the theory an “Ascription–Inference” model
of predicting and explaining behavior. This model surely captures
something general about how people understand the behavior of
human and non-human others. However, it does not explain how
the ascriptions themselves – of goals, constraints, and information
– are arrived at, i.e., what makes people ascribe those particular
goals, constraints and beliefs to that particular agent (e.g., a robot).
Moreover, it does not explain why some ascriptions are precarious
while others serve as reliable sources for prediction and explanation.

To account for this, we might add an element to the model which
is arguably more or less implicit in Dennett’s intentional stance
theory: (theory-laden) observation. The result is an “Observation–
Ascription–Inference” model of predicting and explaining behavior
(Fig. 1). The general idea behind this model is that people’s predic-
tions and explanations are based on ascriptions which are, in turn,
influenced by theory-laden observations of behavior. Observations
of others’ behavior are theory-laden if they are affected by the the-
oretical presuppositions held by the observer [3]. The observation
that a robot appears to be a waiter, for instance, carries presup-
positions about the social role and appearance of waiters. These
presuppositions give rise to ascriptions of role-specific goals which
might lead to the prediction that the robot’s next move is to serve
our table. Similarly, the observation that a robot appears to be have
no means of moving (no legs, rotors, wings, wheels, tank treads,
etc.) might lead to the prediction that the robot is constrained in a
way that limits it from coming in physical contact with the observer.
Presumably, people also make predictions and explanations based
on observing any visible sensors (e.g., robot eyes) and occlusions or
distortions (e.g., walls or loud noises) that might potentially affect
them. The proposed model comprises five categories of theoreti-
cal presuppositions which constrain people’s ascriptions of goals,
constraints and information as they are brought into interactions
and influence people’s observations of goal-directed behavior. The
presuppositions are “theoretical” in the sense that they are about
things in the world (sensor technologies, bodily features, social
roles, etc.) and what these things do for agents in terms of behavior.
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Figure 1: A five-part categorization of theory-laden behav-
ior observations that constrain the goal, constraint, and in-
formation ascriptions which frame people’s predictions and
explanations of robot behavior.

3 CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION
Getting predictions and explanations of goal-directed behavior
“right” seems to depend on being able to discriminate among a
countless number of possible actions or goals – a problem fun-
damentally underdetermined by the information available to the
observer. We have argued that this problem is “constrained” by
the observer’s theoretical presuppositions about the object of pre-
diction or explanation. Arguably, such presuppositions must be
included in a full account of how people are able to predict and
explain the behavior of others. We outlined a model comprising five
categories of theoretical presuppositions that constrain people’s
ascriptions specifically to robots. These should not be taken as an
exhaustive list; the purpose of the model is primarily to highlight
some of the ways in which people’s predictions and explanations
of robot behavior are influenced by idiosyncratic presuppositions
about robots. Identifying people’s presuppositions about robots
gives robot creators the opportunity to reduce misunderstandings
that arise from precarious assumptions – about what a particular
robot wants or does not want, can or cannot do, knows or does not
know – through, for instance, mindfully designing robot appear-
ance and behavior, altering the environment in which the robot
operates, or providing people with relevant information about the
robot’s limitations and capabilities.

In this short paper, we are not able to address in detail how the
proposed categories constrain people’s predictions and explana-
tions of robot behavior. Furthermore, observers’ attributions to
robots are presumably also affected by what Malle [4] calls “interac-
tion managing aspects of behavior explanations”, i.e., roughly, the
ability or practice to test and revise one’s own and others’ presup-
positions about behavior through communicating in interaction.
Despite these limitations, our hopes are that the present paper has
emphasized the importance of considering how predictions and
explanations of robot actions are influenced by people’s theoreti-
cal presuppositions about robots, and how research into the topic
could inform and benefit human–robot interaction design in ways
that will ultimately make autonomous systems more transparent
and easy-to-understand for humans. These issues will be explored
in more detail in future work, as part of the first author’s PhD
research.
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